ABSTRACT Data center networks (DCNs) for 5G are expected to support a large number of different bandwidth-hungry applications with exploding data, such as real-time search and data analysis. As a result, significant challenges are imposed to identify the cause of link congestion between any pair of switch ports that may severely damage the overall network performance. Generally, it is expected that the granularity of the flow monitoring to diagnose network congestion in 5G DCNs needs to be down to the flow level on a physical port of a switch in real time with high-estimation accuracy, low-computational complexity, and good scalability. In this paper, motivated by a comprehensive study of a real DCN trace, we propose two sketch-based algorithms, called α-conservative update (CU) and P(d)-CU, based on the existing CU approach. α-CU adds no extra implementation cost to the traditional CU, but successfully trades off the achieved error with time complexity. P(d)-CU fully considers the amount of skew for different types of network services to aggregate traffic statistics of each type of network traffic at an individual, horizontally partitioned sketch. We also introduce a way to produce the real-time moving average of the reported results. By theoretical analysis and sufficient experimental results on a real DCN trace, we extensively evaluate the proposed and existing algorithms on their error performance, recall, space cost, and time complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have been witnessing the evolving trend of Data Center Networks (DCNs) [2] , from relatively a small scale to what a typical 5G DCN would look like: lining up tens of thousands of servers, and harnessing petaflops of computation power with petabytes of storage in a costefficient manner [3] . Analysis of massive data sets is a major driver for today's data centers. For example, web based information retrieval highly relies on the continuous collecting and mining countless web pages and click-stream data, to build fresh indexes and improve search quality.
To support a variety of distinct applications and manage the exploding data, adequate bandwidth ultimately becomes the most critical part for the smooth running of many distributed infrastructures, e.g., GFS, BigTable [4] , [5] , Yahoo's Hadoop, PIG [6] , [7] and Microsoft's Cosmos, Scope [8] . Furthermore, these bandwidth-hungry applications in a DCN are (mostly) running distributed algorithms, like MapReduce [9] , which shuffles the data with growing size from one virtual machine to the other sitting in potentially across different server rack. DCNs are typically constructed as a tree based hierarchical topology, as shown in Fig. 1 , where top-of-rack (ToR) switches, switches in the aggregation layer, and routers in core layers form a multiroot tree. Since the number of core layer routers is far smaller than that of the servers at the bottom, the root nodes can easily become the bottleneck of the entire network performance. The flows, generated by applications, usually come and go very quickly and dynamically, and thus the unexpected sudden traffic increase may cause some links between a pair of switch port in a DCN highly congested and bandwidth overuse.
Although various redundant topologies and routing algorithms [2] have been proposed to optimize the DCN architecture so that the potential congestion can be alleviated, they all rely on the accurate and efficient flow monitoring and analysis method to identify the cause of congestion on a physical port of a switch. It is then expected to infer a taxonomy of network traffic and classify flows as ''elephant'' and ''mice'' [10] , where the elephants' bursty behavior may cause network congestion. To facilitate the flow monitoring and analysis in an efficient manner, protocols like NetFlow [11] and IFPIX [12] are proposed to collect IP traffic information from switches, and later sFlow [13] is instrumented to sample packets (typically, 1 in 1,000) from the switch hardware so that only a subset of packet headers from overall huge volume of data are transferred to the flow analyzer. Even so, the aggregated amount of records in a short period of time is still overwhelming and growing over time. Thus, it is impractical to store all of them in a persistent database and further identify elephants via database querying. Then, application-oriented [14] and per-flow based approaches [15] are proposed, but the former type of methods needs specific application support, and the latter suffers from the scalability issues.
Towards this end, streaming algorithms [16] are used as runtime solutions. The input items to the algorithm are the key-value pairs as a stream, where the key can represent the distinct pair of source-destination IP addresses, and the value is the amount of carried workload in that flow. Therefore, the same key may appear randomly and repetitively many times when time passes by, and the goal of the algorithm is to identify a set of IP pairs carrying most workload within a time period, as elephants. The algorithms can be implemented in different kinds of data structures. The first category of methods are the counter-based algorithms which use a one-dimensional array of counters to track a small portion of inputs. Examples are Lossy Counting [17] and Space Saving [18] . For limited storage space, they decide if to store the newly arrived item or not, but unfortunately fail to provide estimations for any particular flow from the entire inputs with satisfactory accuracy. The second category is the sketchbased algorithms [19] which use a fixed two-dimensional array of counters to track/summarize a large number of statistics over time (while none of the inputs are lost track of). Examples are Count-Min (CM [20] ) and Conservative Update (CU [21] ). Although streaming algorithms are easy to implement and show good scalability, current proposals have not sufficiently considered the tradeoff between error performance, memory cost and time complexity. Specially, SS and LC suffer from the scale of inputs; CM achieves good time complexity but with inevitable estimation error; CU improves the error performance with the sacrifice of running time.
Motivated by these facts, we re-examine the performance of existing streaming techniques to profile the 5G DCN performance, and explicitly made the following five contributions in this paper:
• We provide a comprehensive analysis of a real DCN traffic data set on the carried workload and traffic classifications, which provides insights to enhance the existing sketch-based streaming algorithms.
• We propose ''α-CU'', to tradeoff the estimation accuracy and time complexity between CM and CU algorithms with zero implementation cost to existing approaches.
• We propose ''P(d)-CU'', the partitioned CU along the vertical dimension of the sketch, while fully considering the amount of skew for different network services to achieve both high accuracy and low computational complexity.
• We propose a way to perform real-time moving average on the reported results for sketch-based algorithms with high accuracy.
• We show extensive experimental results on a real DCN trace against the space cost, update throughput, recall, average relative error (ARE) and compute time, compared with existing approaches. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the related research activities. Section III presents the insights to DCN traffic by a real trace. Section IV presents the existing sketching algorithms. Enhanced CU algorithms and detailed theoretical analysis are given in Section V. Section VII presents the end-to-end system architecture of the proposed analysis algorithms, and Section VIII shows the extensive experimental results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section IX. This paper significantly extends [1] , by providing more specific and detailed survey on the related research activities (see Section II), giving a comprehensive analysis of a real DCN traffic data set to introduce the motivation of our proposed algorithms and system (see Section III), presenting entire system architecture for DCN traffic monitoring and analysis (see Section VII), and demonstrating more extensive performance evaluation results and corresponding analysis, not only the results of ranking workload but also counting the heavy hitters (see Section VIII).
II. RELATED WORK
Much research efforts have been paid to identify the elephant flows [22] - [24] , consisting of three categories, applicationoriented approaches [14] , [25] , per-flow based traffic monitoring [15] , [26] , and streaming algorithms [16] - [18] , [20] , [21] , [27] , [28] .
In application-oriented approaches, [14] focuses on giving higher priority to latency and throughput-sensitive flows like voice and video applications, which is impractical for traffic management in data centers, since it needs the modification of each application. Another approach is to classify traffic by the source applications which initiate them, using stochastic machine learning techniques [25] . Nevertheless, it suffers from the difficulty in obtaining flow traces to train the classification algorithms.
The per-flow based approaches, e.g., Hedera [15] and Helios [26] , monitor each flow at the ingress switch. Then the controller will pull the statistical data from switches at regular intervals, to further classify the elephant flows. However, this approach does not scale to large networks, due to its significant consumption of switch resources. Moreover, the limited bandwidth between switches and the controller also becomes the bottleneck for network traffic management.
Streaming algorithms [16] can generally be classified into two categories. The first category consists of the Counterbased algorithms, which track a subset of items from the inputs, and monitor counts associated with these items. [27] proposes the Frequent algorithm to solve the Hot Items problem, which keeps k counters to monitor k elements. If a monitored element is observed, its counter is incremented, else all counters are decremented. In case any counter reaches 0, it is assigned the next observed element. [17] proposes Lossy Counting, which splits an input stream of elements into fixedsize windows and processes each window sequentially. For each element in a window, it inserts an entry into a table, or, if the element is already in the table, it updates its frequency. At the end of each window, the algorithm removes elements of small frequency from the table. In [18] , the authors propose Space Saving, where k (item, count) pairs are stored, initialized by the first k distinct items and their exact counts. When the next item in the sequence corresponds to a monitored item, its count is incremented. But when the next item does not match a monitored item, the (item, count) pair with the smallest count has its item value replaced with the new item, and the count incremented. Unfortunately, LC and SS are only applicable when tracking a very small amount of items from the input stream, but fail to provide aggregated statistics for any particular flow.
The second category consists of the sketch-based algorithms. Sketch-based techniques do not monitor a subset of elements, but rather provide frequency estimation for all elements by using bit-maps of counters with less stringent guarantees. Usually, each element is hashed into the space of counters using a family of hash functions, and the hashedto counters are updated for every hit of this element. [28] proposes the GroupTest algorithm, which maintains a small space data structure that monitors the transactions on the relation, and when required, quickly outputs all hot items, without rescanning the relation in the database. [21] proposes the Multistage filters approach, by hashing every element to a number of counters, which are updated every time the element is observed in the stream. Other well-known approaches are Count-Min (CM [20] ) and Conservative Update (CU [21] ); for details see Section IV. They aim to use a fixed two-dimensional array of counters to summarize a large number of statistics over time. Nevertheless, CM always overestimates the exact value, and although CU improves it by conservatively updating a counter, it comes with huge time complexity to perform the point query for each update.
Finally, [19] reported that the workload distribution of different network services (DNS, HTTP, etc.) exhibits significant and different amount of skew, defined as a measure of the asymmetry to the probability distribution of the carried workload. This amount can be well modeled by the Zipfian parameter. However, none of these algorithms successfully capture this property during the analysis phase.
III. MOTIVATION FROM A REAL DCN TRACE
We performed a trace study on a real DCN hosting a trialrunning commercial airline travel booking service in 2008. It is composed of four BLADE Network Technologies (BNT) virtual fabric 10G switches that periodically export sFlow packets to a commercial server, which extracts the useful information from the packet header including the source and destination IP addresses, workload of that flow, destination port number and time, and formulated in a CSV format record line. In total we received 29,614,720 records. Results are computed offline by database queries.
First, we analyze the distribution of workload exchanged between all source-destination IP pairs, and plot the probability distribution function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF), for both the entire DCN and on each switch. Then, we show the evolving trend of the workload over time, and analyze its composition by different types of network services. Finally, we show that our study confirms the existence of Zipf's law for different types of network services, as presented originally by [19] . All these results well motivate this paper, and explain why we propose new algorithms for real-time DCN congestion diagnosis in particular.
A. OVERALL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS Fig. 2 shows the logarithmic amount of workload exchanged between all source-destination IP pairs during the day. For illustration purposes, we anonymize their actual IP addresses and arbitrarily set a unique number ranging from 0 to 6481, i.e., in total we have 6481 IP addresses (or users in the network). It is observed that the amount of traffic moving between different IP pairs are unevenly distributed, and most traffic are highly concentrated on a small fraction of the IP pairs. This implies different user behaviors that some users may generate larger amount of traffic as ''elephants'' while most of the users behave as ''mice''. Fig. 3 shows the workload for both the entire DCN (in Fig. 3(a) and (b)) and on each switch (in Fig. 3(c) and (d) ). Observing the PDF and CDF of the reported workload flowing through the entire DCN, we see that a flow of less than 10KB eventually occupy more than 80% of the entire traffic, since the considered network provides travel booking services where HTTP and DNS flows dominate. Additionally, we see that the workload on two switches are quite similar to the overall DCN traffic behavior, which implies that this is a relatively load-balanced network from the switch's perspective. To visualize the evolving trend of traffic over time, we show both its magnitude and normalized difference 1 for both the entire DCN (see Fig. 4 (a) and (b)) and on each switch (see Fig. 4 (c) and (d)). It is expected to observe that results well comply with the users' daily routine. That is, traffic is quite low early in the morning between 0:00am and 6:00am (most people are in the sleep), starts to increase after 12:00am and reaches the top after 6pm. Besides, we observe four spikes that are mainly caused by the switch 10.75.22.11 (see Fig. 4 1 The normalized difference of workload is defined by
, where M (t) is the workload magnitude at time t, and τ is the step size. percentage of appearance frequency, where HTTP occupies the most portion as 48%, followed by DNS and HTTPs, consistent with the offered travel booking service by web browsing. Fig. 5(b) shows the percentage of the carried workload, where HTTP also occupies the most by more than 50%, followed by Secure Computing Sidewinder Remote Administration (SCSRA, a protocol for secure connections) and HTTPs. Specially, we can conclude that the magnitude of each SCSRA flow is relatively large compared with HTTP, DNS and HTTPs, since SCSRA occupies a considerable amount of total workload but it appears less frequently than the rest. This is due to the nature of SCSRA that help users set up the secure connection only when an actual transaction is placed.
Zipf's law [29] is an empirical law formulated using mathematical statistics, which refers to the fact that many types of data in the physical and social sciences can be approximated with a Zipfian distribution. Our analysis on this data set also confirms the finding in [19] that the workload of each type of network service exhibits strong Zipfian distribution. As shown in Fig. 6 , we plot the data on a logarithm-logarithm plot. The horizontal axis denotes the rank of the carried workload by each type of network service, while the vertical axis is the logarithmic amount of the corresponding frequency. Spike Analysis: Distinguishing flows via TCP destination port numbers, we analyze the cause of spikes in term of their associated types of network service. As shown in Fig. 7 , for four spikes, 44%, 37%, 18%, and 30% of total workload are coming from HTTP and HTTPs protocol, respectively, and 40%, 47%, 72%, and 53% of total workload are coming from the SCSRA protocol to establish the secure connection (for real booking transactions).
In a summary, in a DCN there exists a few workload spikes over time which may cause bandwidth overuse and degrade the network performance; and traffic between any pair of source-destination IP addresses are also unevenly distributed. Therefore, it is necessary and also possible to extract the high-traffic sources through carefully designing the flow monitoring/analysis techniques to ultimately avoid the network congestion. One interesting application is to retrieve the top K records from all packets received on a list of physical ports of a specific switch in the past T seconds, grouped by specified fingerprint information which can uniquely identify a flow. The fingerprint information can be the source/destination IP addresses, source/destination port numbers, etc. The output top-K records can be ranked by the sum of flow workload, or counting the number of appearances (i.e., heavy hitters).
Our study on workload composition analysis shows that the main source for workload spikes comes from a small categories of network services which are confirmed to follow the Zipfian distribution. Moreover, in [19] it proves that the accuracy of CM algorithm is not only related to the space of the sketch, but also the z parameters, indicating that different network services may use different space of the sketch to achieve the same error performance. This angle provides a new way to enhance the existing sketch-based approaches, reducing the computational complexity and estimation error at the same time.
IV. EXISTING SKETCHING ALGORITHMS
To illustrate the existing sketching algorithms, we consider the following congestion management application (which can provide key results for many commercial flow analysis softwares like IBM Security QRadar QFlow Collector [30] ): ''providing estimations when retrieving the top-K (e.g., default 100) source-destination IP pairs sorted by their carried sum of workload, on a specific physical port of a switch in the last T (e.g., default 5,000) seconds''. Without loss of generality, we denote the distinct input items as a vector a with dimension m, presented in an implicit, incremental fashion, where for each element a i ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Its current state at time t is denoted a(t) = [a 1 (t), . . . , a i (t), . . . , a m (t)]. In the above example, a i (t) represents a distinct IP pair and the value of it denotes the aggregated amount of the carried workload within a time period T . For convenience, we shall usually drop t and refer only to the current ''state'' of the vector, and when time evolves it behaves identically in the same process. Initially, a is the zero vector. Updates to individual entries of the vector are presented as a stream of pairs, as (item, update), or (a i , c i ). In practice, update c can be the newly carried workload on an IP pair, or c = 1 if the application aims to count the number of appearances of that IP pair, or: heavy hitters. We next describe the existing sketching algorithms to produce the vector estimateâ of dimension m.
A. COUNT-MIN SKETCH
CM sketch [20] is named after the two basic operations used to handle the updates to individual entries, i.e., counting first and computing the minimum next. Initially, a is a zero vector. Updates to individual entries of the vector are presented as a stream of pairs (i, c), e.g., the i-th IP pair's total workload is increased by amount c. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the data structure of a CM sketch is represented by a two-dimensional array The ideal case is that each cell only stores a unique input element, however since in practice m >> w, each cell may store the aggregated values of multiple items which will inevitably cause collisions. Fortunately, this collision rarely repeats in all rows simultaneously due to the different hash functions chosen. Then, the estimationâ i from the structure is given byâ i = min 1≤j≤d cell[j, h j (i)], i.e., the minimum of d hashed cells. Note that the size of sketch is related to the estimation accuracy, where w = e/ and d = − ln δ can produce estimation accuracy with probability at least 1 − δ:
where
An example is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , where the a new arrival update item (i, 5) gets mapped by four hash functions, and finally updates the counts from (2,9,4,8) to (7, 14, 9, 13) . For the query operation, the estimation for a i is given by 7 as the minimum over (7, 14, 9, 13) .
Obviously, given a data type in each cell, the space cost of CM sketch is O(wd). The update process only takes O(1) by hashing to one cell, thus for a data stream of n records, its update complexity is t CM = O(nd).
B. CONSERVATIVE UPDATE SKETCH
As discussed earlier, since m is sufficiently larger than w, one hash function may hash multiple items to the same cell, and this collision would cause erroneous aggregation of streaming updates from different items. Therefore, CM always overestimates the exact value of the vector. Estan and Varghese introduced the idea of conservative update [21] in the context of networking, and later extended in [31] to further improve the estimation accuracy. In CU, counters are conservatively This means that we will update a counter only if it is necessary as indicated by the above equation. This heuristic approach avoids the unnecessary updates of counter values and thus reduces the estimation error. An example is also illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (c), where the counts (2,9,4,8 ) are updated to (7, 9, 9, 8) by performing conservative update.
Since CU needs to perform the point query (of complexity O(d) among d independent cells) whenever there is a new update arrival, and thus its time complexity is t CU = O(2nd) for n input records. To this end, we have identified the trade-off between time complexity and error performance between CM and CU, and in the following we aim to enhance CU's performance.
V. ENHANCED CU ALGORITHMS
In this section, first we introduce two enhanced CU algorithms, namely: α-CU and partitioned CU. α-CU maintains all basic features of CU, but only performs CU process probabilistically for an arrival update. Partitioned CU algorithms maintain a new data structure compared with CU which performs sketch partition along horizontal or vertical dimension.
A. α-CU
Since CM algorithm sacrifices its error performance with time complexity, one immediate improvement is to ''probabilistically'' perform CU for an arrival update. Without loss of generality, we use parameter α ∈ (0, 1] to denote this switching probability between CM and CU processes. That is, at any time when a new update arrives at the sketch, e.g., a particular IP pair's carried workload is incremented, we probabilistically decide if to adopt the CU with probability α. We call this improvement method as ''α-CU''. Note that the realization of this switching probability can be different, but none of them eventually adds no extra implementation cost to existing CU and CM. For simplicity reasons, we assume that this switching probability is a uniformly distributed random variable. It is clear that when α = 1, α-CU approach is identical to CU approach. The smaller α, the higher probability of CM is used. To this end, it is expected that the error performance and time complexity is trading-off by α,
B. PARTITIONED CU
Although α-CU can reduce the time complexity (compared with the classic CU approach), it proportionally sacrifices the error performance when CM is adopted more frequently. Furthermore, it does not explicitly consider the amount of skew for different types of network services, e.g., HTTP, DNS, etc. According to the observations that different types of network services in the network conform to different Zipf's law, and more importantly, in [19] it proves that to answer point queries (or estimations) by CM with accuracy with probability at least 1 − δ needs space O( − min{1,1/z} ln 1/δ), and thus different types of network services may use distinct space cost of the sketch to achieve the same error performance. Therefore, we aim to propose an enhanced algorithm to reduce the computational complexity and estimation error from this angle.
We reduce the computational complexity of CU by requesting different sketch sizes for each type of network services, while satisfactorily guaranteeing the error performance of each individual sketch. It is obvious that the partition can be performed either along the horizontal or vertical dimension of the sketch, denoted as ''P(d)-CU'' and ''P(w)-CU'' algorithms, respectively, while preserving the other dimension as a constant. For sake of comparison fairness, we guarantee equal space cost of the sketch before (i.e., the original one) and after the partition (as the sum of the sizes for individual sketch). Let w and d denote the width and depth of the original sketch before partition, respectively. Then, after the partition along either dimension,
the depth of the k-th partition, and w k (w = K k=1 w k ) denotes the width of the k-th partition. Finally, let n k (n = K k=1 n k ) denote the size of the input stream to the k-th sketch, while K is the number of partitions in total. The updates of each type of network services are performed at the corresponding individual sketch, respectively, and for one type of network service, its associated updates will not be sent and processed in two sketches. To better explain the process, Fig. 9 shows an illustrative example. Note that the similar process can be applied for P(w)-CU, where the only difference is to partition the sketch along the horizontal dimension. The processing steps of P(d)-CU are illustrated in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , as an example. The entire sketch of w = 7, d = 6 is horizontally divided into K = 3 sketches, each of which has 2, 1, 3 rows to process flows from HTTP, DNS and other types of network services, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9(a), assume items a 1 , a 2 , a 3 (representing different source/destination IP pairs exchanging different types of network services) from three categories are monitored, they are hashed into cells of different sub-sketches, and the stored counts before update were (2,9), 4, and (2,3,9), respectively. Then, to return the estimation of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , we perform the point query on three sketches and the results areâ 1 = min{2, 9} = 2,â 2 = 4,â 3 = min{2, 3, 9} = 2, i.e., the minimum of all counts in the hashed cells. Now suppose new updates arrive c 1 = 5, c 2 = 9, c 3 = 6. In this particular case, the update rule increases the cell value, only if its stored value is less than sum of estimation result and new update, i.e.,â 1 + c 1 = 7,â 2 + c 2 = 13,â 3 + c 3 = 8. As a result, Fig 9(b) shows the cell values after the update which become (7,9), 13, and (8,8,9) , respectively.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The implementation of these K sketches can either be parallel or serial, and we next show its superiority even if serialized approach is adopted.
1) COMPUTE/UPDATE TIME
The time complexity, here we refer to the time when performing all n updates in a sketch, of P(w)-CU is the same as CU since the width w does not control the update time:
2nd). The proposed P(d)-CU exhibits the time complexity as the sum of K CU algorithms, or
Through simple derivations, we show that it is far lower than that of CU approach:
Theorem 1: A CU sketch with width w and depth d is able to achieve the minimum computational complexity O(2 nd K ) if partitioned into K sketches, irrespective of how the partition is performed as long as the input data stream (with size n) is equally fed into K sketches.
Proof: We form the following optimization problem, i.e., to minimize the update time of P(d)-CU given the constraint of the sum of partitioned sketch depths equals the original sketch:
where n = K k=1 n k . It is a classic constrained optimization problem, which could be solved by using the Lagrangian multiplier λ. We take the gradient ∂L/∂d k = 0, where
, and we have λ = n k , ∀k (since k n k = k λ = n, n k = n/K , ∀k). Therefore, it is clear that irrespective of how the partitioned is performed, the lowest computational complexity is always achieved if the input data stream is equally fed into each of the K sketches. Replace n k = n/K into the objective function, we complete the proof.
Finally, We have t CM ≤ t P(d)-CU << t CU = t P(w)-CU .
2) ERROR PERFORMANCE
The error performance of all sketching algorithms depends both on the width and depth of a sketch. This is because the width decides the collision probability when a hash function maps different items into the same cell. The smaller the width is, the higher probability that any of the two items will collide.
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As a result, a cell will store the wrongly aggregated values of different items. Furthermore, when the output is generated from the sketch, the point query returns the minimum value of d hashed cells, and thus larger depth will spread out the collisions and as a result to decrease the estimation error. Therefore, the estimation error is inversely proportional to width and depth. Meanwhile, width has a higher impact on the derived error than depth, since it directly controls the collision probability, and thus P(w)-CU would not yield any better performance, and can be even worse than CM due to its significantly less allocated width (more erroneous aggregated results). α-CU's error performance depends on the value of switching probability α. P(d)-CU achieves better error performance than the traditional CU, since the reduction of the input data size has larger impact than the reduced data structure. This is because we feed different types of network services to different sketches and thus potentially each small sketch will produce less collision when hashing, and this is confirmed in Section VIII-B.
VI. REAL-TIME MOVING AVERAGE
In this section, we propose an approach to produce the realtime moving average of workload using only one sketch without any implementation cost.
In all previous analysis, we drop the time notation and focus on estimating item counts periodically from the sketch. However, reports may be generated by a ''sliding window'' whose length is T and moving speed is l (l << T ). A typical example in a DCN is to report results every 10s while always considering the summarized statistics in the past 300s. Unfortunately, none of the existing streaming algorithms is applicable for this domain.
The problem can be solved by using T l sketches of the same size. That is, each sketch stores the aggregated statistics within a period of l. When time evolves, the sketch storing the most outdated statistics beyond the time window T is reset to zero, and starts to collect newly arrived ones in the current time frame. Meanwhile, all other T l −1 sketches remain the same. When reporting the result, each sketch exports the summarized statistics individually, and then combined together. Although this approach is straightforward and accurate by nature, it requires significant space cost (from one single sketch to T l separate sketches of the same size) and impose implementation complexity like sketch coordination, result merge and sort.
We propose a ''real-time exponential moving average'' approach that maintains only one sketch without any implementation cost to P(d)-CU. Every l when a update arrives, we first exponentially discount the stored value of all cells by a factor of γ , which is defined as the ratio between the speed of sliding window movement l and the looking-back interval T , i.e., γ = 1 − l T ∈ (0, 1). Then, we add the new update value to the discounted cells. The intuition is that smaller step size l results in the slow historical forgetting effect (bigger γ ), and the smaller observation window size T results in faster forgetting effect (smaller γ ).
The main advantage of this approach is to save the space cost. Also, it exhibits exponential behaviors in the long-run, given that each cell stores all arrived data (i.e., none of them is discarded) but they are added up together after exponentially discounted in a scale proportional to its lifetime in the data structure. For example, most recent update is only discounted once in contrast with the first update, so that the effect of the historical measurements is mitigated from time being, and abrupt changes like spikes can be tracked.
VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To facilitate the above designs as a part of software in real DCN management, in this section, we present the entire system design. For sake of simplicity, we take the sFlow datagram as an illustrative example to implement the end-to-end system. However, it is worth noting that the proposed sketching techniques are not constrained in the sFlow standard, but have wide applicability to any data stream inputs exported from the switches in a data center. The principle is this: sFlow [13] packets contains the IP packet length information of that sampled packet and the sampling rate enforced in the hardware, so that one is able to compute the total amount of workload before sampling. If further grouped by different soruce/destination IP pairs, and/or switch port, we can estimate the aggregated traffic load after the sketch processing. Fig. 10 shows the system flow for both implementing a single sketch (i.e., SS, CM, CU, and α-CU) and partitioned sketch (i.e., P(d)-CU and P(w)-CU). The considered inputs to the analyzer can be either the real-time streaming packets like sFlow datagram generated by any compatible switch, or the historical flow records stored in a persistent database (and here we consider the .csv format). Having both real-time and historical data as inputs can satisfy the requirements of different applications, and they both serve as the inputs to a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue. The queue successfully caches the input data to decouple from the actual sketch computations. Take realtime inputs sFlow datagram as an example, packets dequeued from the cache are used for header analysis, where all needed information are included, e.g., the source/destination IP/MAC addresses, source/destination port numbers, flow workload, the port of the exported switch, connection type, etc. Then, according to the userspecified ranking criterion in the output, a key generator module is employed to hash those ranking information (potentially of multiple fields) to a single unique identifier, which is used to update the sketch. For example, if one is interested in identifying which particular pairs of source/destination IP addresses exchanging packets become the cause of link congestion on a switch, we hash their IP addresses (i.e., in this case we have 2 fields) together into one single unique key, and later all arrival packets beloging to that IP pair are updated in the sketch accordingly. Finally, the sketch module is the core of the entire system, which may vary from different employed techniques. In general, it is a twodimensional array with width w and depth d, and its output are the sorted list of records satisfying different application requirements.
As for the partitioned sketching algorithms, the only two differences are the dispatcher module before the FIFO queue, distinguishing their associated type of network service, and the aggregator module after the results are produced by each individual sketch to generate an entire list of records, irrespective of what their associated type of network service is. The implementation of these two modules at both ends can be in many classic ways.
Finally, it is worth noting that the reduced processing supported by the two sketch based algorithms means that they could be implemented in NetFPGA [32] or other programmable switches, which would (potentially) be a good way to offload that work from the end hosts, and just give input to the load balancers, flow schedulers (or Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to Multipth TCP weights if being used).
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first conduct a comprehensive study of the performance produced by existing three streaming techniques, namely: SS, CM and CU, including the scenario of both workload ranking and counting heavy hitters. Then we compare our proposed α-CU and Partitioned CU approach in terms of compute time and estimation error. Finally, we show the effects of performing real-time moving average on P(d)-CU under different settings.
To assess the performance of different algorithms, we use the same data trace as in Section III, because it provides a good diversity of m = 6, 482 distinct source-destination IP pairs, which is satisfactory to testify the sketch-based algorithms since the larger m would potentially cause more collisions in the data structure. Therefore, the algorithms' estimation accuracy can be verified. The considered application is to retrieve the estimated workload of all IP pairs. We received n = 29, 614, 720 records. All results are computed on an ordinary laptop Thinkpad x220i with hardware configurations of Inter(R) Core(TM) i3-2310M, CPU@2.10GHz and 4GB RAM. Specially, we aim to study the performance of the existing/new proposed algorithms in term of:
• Space cost: the size of memory needed to perform the streaming algorithm (measured in bytes).
• Update throughput: the processed number of updates per second.
• Recall: measured in the total number of true workload/heavy hitters reported over the number of true workload/heavy hitters given by an exact approach (e.g., database query).
• Compute time: the period of time generating the estimations of the reported workload/heavy hitters.
• Average relative error (ARE) of the reported workload/heavy hitters, as:
, where m is the dimension of a.
A. EXISTING APPROACHES: SS, CM, AND CU 1) WORKLOAD RANKING Fig. 11 shows the experimental results for space cost, update throughput, recall and ARE of SS, CM and CU algorithms, when ranking the exchanged workload between any source/destination IP pair. We vary the parameters of VOLUME 2, 2014 width w, depth d and the number of output records K , respectively.
Specifically, Fig. 11(a) shows the space cost of these three algorithms. To track the inputs and perform stream estimations, both CM and CU need a two-dimensional array of counters of size wd, while SS uses a one-dimensional array of counters of size w. Fig. 11(b) illustrates that unlike storing data in a database with growing size, all three algorithms consume a fixed size of memory although different amount of output records are produced, showing good scalability with the increase of the amount of top-K outputs. Fig. 11(c) shows the change of update throughput versus the size of array. For SS, it is clear that the update throughput decreases when increasing the array size (also confirmed in Fig. 11(d) by three red lines) . This is because in SS, if a new arrival item does not match any monitored items in the array, the item with smallest count will be replaced, hence a larger size of array needs more time to find the smallest count and consequently increases the time of item replacement. For CM and CU, they behave consistently with our analyzed update time complexity, i.e., t CM = O(nd), t CU = O(2nd), in Section IV. Fig. 11(c) shows that the update throughput for CM and CU is inversely proportional to depth d while it remains unchanged when varying w (which is also confirmed in Fig. 11(d) , as three blues/green lines representing CM and CU with different w overlap), and CM performs always faster than CU. Fig. 11 (c) also indicates that SS is much slower than CM and CU in terms of running time, especially when the utilized memory size is relatively large. Finally, from Fig. 11(d) we see that increasing the desired number of output records has no impact on the update throughput, since time complexity is only related to the size of array and the size of input data stream.
For the recall performance, as shown in Fig. 11 (e), increasing array size can promote the obtained recall for all three algorithms, since a larger allocated memory decreases the probability of item replacement for SS and lowers the collision probability of CM/CU when performing the item hashing. It is worth noting that with a small piece of memory (w = 1000, d = 6) the algorithms has already achieved more than 95% recall when handling a huge amount of input data stream. Fig. 11(f) shows that the recall performance suffers from the increasing of desired number of output records, especially for SS. However, CU always achieves the highest recall by conservatively updating the counters to avoid overestimations.
For ARE, as shown in Fig. 11(g) , SS slightly outperforms CM around 3% less ARE, but CU achieves the least error always lower than 0.2% and only 1/10 of that of the SS and CM algorithms, when d = 14. This gain becomes weak when the w increases and after w = 2, 500 all three algorithms succeed in achieving almost 0% ARE. Furthermore, when increasing the sketch depth, CM performs better, e.g., when w = 512 with doubled depth, its ARE can be halved. Therefore, among existing streaming algorithms, CU's error performance is the best. This is also confirmed in Fig. 11(h) . Although ARE decreases when the number of top-K records increases, CU still achieves the least estimation error using the same size of memory. 
2) COUNTING THE HEAVY HITTERS
Different from previous results counting the carried workload, Fig. 12 shows the experimental results for space cost, update throughput, recall and ARE for SS, CM and CU algorithms, when counting the heavy hitters of the IP pairs, i.e., update={0, 1}. Results show almost identical performance compared with the case when ranking the workload (see Fig. 11 ), i.e., the algorithms are insensitive to the amount of update. The only difference is that under the same memory size or the output amount, ARE for each algorithm when counting heavy hitters increases compared with the result of ranking workload, as clearly shown in Fig. 12(e) and (f) , where the achieved recall is lower than that in Fig. 11 . This is because when ranking the workload, the value of each update is far bigger than that of counting the number of IP pair appearance. This identical and small incremental change for all IP pairs unfortunately gradually intensify the aggregated error when collisions happen; in contrast, the significant VOLUME 2, 2014 difference of the amount of carried workload from one IP pair to the other avoid the impact from the pairs with small workload (which may not be on the list of top-K outputs) on the pair with most workload (which fortunately becomes the output of the estimation), and thus smaller ARE is achieved.
3) HTTP AND DNS SERVICES
Next, we extract the HTTP (Fig. 13) and DNS (Fig. 14) traffic from the input data streams and study the performance of the space cost, update throughput, recall and ARE of SS, CM and CU algorithms, when ranking the workload of HTTP and DNS services. From Fig. 5(b) we observe that HTTP workload dominates the whole input data streams, while the share of DNS traffic is very small. Moreover, since DNS service is used to map the domain name with IP address and its packets follow the same format designated by DNS protocol, the difference of two DNS flows is negligible. However, for HTTP traffic, it can vary greatly according to different applications.
Comparing Fig. 13 , Fig. 14 with Fig. 11 , we see that besides the performance of ARE and update throughput, all other results show similar variation tendencies. It is observed that for DNS traffic, SS algorithm achieves lower ARE than that of HTTP traffic, and the entire data (see Fig. 13 (g) and (h)); meanwhile, SS for DNS service achieves a higher update throughput, as shown in Fig. 14(c) and (d) . These results are closely related to the characteristics of SS algorithm and the feature of HTTP/DNS workload. Again, SS runs fast and accurately only when the measured number of input items have a small quantity (e.g., DNS traffic in the experiment). However, the update throughput of SS suffers from the scale of inputs since it frequently needs to find the item with the smallest count to perform replacement operation, which also severely damages the estimation accuracy. Moreover, since DNS flows have similar size, ranking its workload of DNS can be quite similar to counting its heavy hitters in the previous section, and this explains why a lower ARE is achieved. Finally, Fig. 15 compares the ARE of different types of network services when varying w, also consistent with the above analysis.
B. α-CU AND PARTITIONED CU
We next demonstrate both the ARE and compute time of the proposed α-CU and Partitioned CU algorithms, while varying different α, w and d values. In Fig. 16(a) , for the fixed sketch depth, when α increases from 0.1 to 1.0, i.e., with higher probability to perform CU, the achieved ARE decreases gradually. Meanwhile, with the increase of the depth, the error also decreases, and after d = 33, its value can reach as low as 1.5%. As for the time complexity shown in Fig. 16(b) , when α increases 30%, the amount of time required for processing all updates increases around 16%, which clearly confirms the tradeoff between time and error performance of CM and CU algorithms. Fig. 16(c) and (d) show the results when varying the sketch width, and clearly it confirms that w has no relationship with compute time, and ARE decreases with the growing size of the data structure to reduce the collision probability when processing the input items.
To facilitate the sketch partition, we use the TCP destination port number to distinguish the HTTP and DNS flows. Then, based on the inverse ratio of the fitted z parameters (for Zipfian distribution) from the trace (where we have z HTTP = 1.53, z DNS = 1.93, z others = 1.02 with fitting coefficient 0.95), we partition the sketch into three small sketches, whose depth ratio is 3 : 2 : 4 between HTTP, DNS and all other service types. Fig. 17 (a) and (b) shows both the ARE and compute time versus the depth of the sketch d, while setting w = 8, 192 as a constant. It can be seen that P(d)-CU successfully reduces the estimation error by at least 50% if compared with CU when d = 12, and this effect continuously holds when d increases as the lowest to 0%. The curve of P(w)-CU further confirms that partitioning the horizontal dimension of the sketch would not yield extra benefits of lower ARE since width strictly controls the amount of collisions. As for time complexity, P(d)-CU shows its superiority over CU approach and very close to CM algorithm. This gain becomes clearer when d increases and the complexity reduction can reach up to 18% when d = 36. As an overall trend, the time complexities of four algorithms conform to the strict linearity, showing the good scalability with the space cost of the sketch. The effect of changing the width of sketch is depicted in Fig. 17(c) and (d) . Bigger w will decrease the ARE for all four approaches and P(d)-CU always achieves the best error performance and good time complexity compared with CM. We also perform an evaluation when processing 70% and 35% of total data by P(d)-CU, and found that when w = 2, 560 it only requires 52% and 17% of compute time, showing that the algorithm itself contributes 18% less time consumption apart from the help of the reduction of data size.
C. REAL-TIME MOVING AVERAGE
Finally, we arbitrarily pick up some specific IP pairs and show the effects of performing real-time moving average on P(d)-CU, when setting the looking-back interval T = 300s and moving speed l = {10, 100}s and compared with the exact value from database querying. We show the results obtained from three different IP pairs, whose moving average curve of the workload exhibit different shapes over time. Case 1 has a curve with an early peak happened before 8:30am in the morning, as shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b) . Fig. 18(c) and (d) of Case 2 both have a late peak that appears after 8:30am. For the last case in Fig. 18 (e) and (f), there are two peaks of workload. exact value when the workload slowly changes. Meanwhile, when abrupt changes like spikes occur we observe certain amount of latency in tracing the change. This is primarily because that the historical data out of 300s still have certain impacts on the aggregated statistics, although they have been exponentially discounted. Fig. 18(a) , (c) and (e) show the result when l = 10s, or: γ = 0.97, which is expected to be more fine-grained (i.e., the window move slower) and the effect of historical observations are more obvious. From the three cases, we confirm that the proposed moving average approach successfully tracks the abrupt changes, with satisfactory response time. It is also worth noting that the performance of our proposed approach behaves stably under different scenarios when the peak of workload appears arbitrarily.
Finally, Fig. 18 (g) and (h) show the compute time for all IP pairs during the simulation period from 8:00am to 9:00am, plotting under different l values. We can see that the curve of Fig. 18(g) is much more fine-grained than Fig. 18(h) . This is because a small moving speed indicates more calculating counts and avoids the possible severe jitter of compute time, forming a more smooth curve accordingly.
IX. CONCLUSION
Emerging bandwidth-hungry applications in DCNs impose significant challenges to identify the cause of congestion and bandwidth overuse. In this paper, first we provide a comprehensive study of a real DCN traffic data set and analyze its operational characteristics. Then, motivated by the analysis results, we re-examine various streaming techniques to approximate the DCN traffic characteristics in real-time, and propose two enhanced algorithms, α-CU and P(d)-CU, based on existing CU algorithm, together with the end-to-end system architecture. α-CU targets to serve as a zero-cost alternative to existing flow analyzers that already run CM and CU, providing a configurable tradeoff between the error performance and time complexity. P(d)-CU, which successfully improves both accuracy and time complexity, is a significant enhancement to any existing sketching techniques that requires the known Zipfian parameter for different network services at the configuration phase. Further, we propose a way to produce real-time moving average of the reported results. Finally, sufficient experiments by a real DCN trace verify the effectiveness of proposed algorithms on error performance, space cost and time complexity.
